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ABSTRACT

Objective: To provide a conceptual framework for managing diabetic patient care, and creating an information network for clinical research. Background: A wide range of information technology (IT) based interventions such as distance learning, diabetes registries, personal or electronic health record systems, clinical information systems, and clinical decision support systems have so far been used in supporting diabetic care. Previous studies demonstrated that IT could improve diabetes care at its different aspects. There is however no comprehensive conceptual framework that defines how different IT applications can support diverse aspects of this care. Therefore, a conceptual framework that combines different IT solutions into a wide information network for improving care processes and for research purposes is widely lacking. In this study we describe the theoretical underpin of a big project aiming at building a wide diabetic information network namely DIANET. Research design and methods: A literature review and a survey of national programs and existing regulations for diabetes management was conducted in order to define different aspects of diabetic care that should be supported by IT solutions. Both qualitative and quantitative research methods were used in this study. In addition to the results of a previous systematic literature review, two brainstorming and three expert panel sessions were conducted to identify requirements of a comprehensive information technology solution. Based on these inputs, the requirements for creating a diabetes information network were identified and used to create a questionnaire based on 9-point Likert scale. The questionnaire was finalized after removing some items based on calculated content validity ratio and content validity index coefficients. Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient was also calculated (αTotal= 0.98, P<0.05, CI=0.95). The final questionnaire was containing 45 items. It was sent to 13 clinicians at two diabetes clinics of endocrine and metabolism research institute in order to assess the necessity level of the requirements for diabetes information network conceptual framework. The questionnaires were returned by 10 clinicians. Each requirement item was labeled as essential, semi-essential, or non-essential based on the mean of its scores. Results: All requirement items were identified as essential or semi-essential. Thus, all of them were used to build the conceptual framework. The requirements were allocated into 11 groups each one representing a module in the conceptual framework. Each module was described separately. Conclusion: We proposed a conceptual framework for supporting diabetes care and research. Integrating different and heterogeneous clinical information systems of healthcare facilities and creating a comprehensive diabetics data warehouse for research purposes, would be possible by using the DIANET framework. Key words: Diabetes Mellitus, Diabetes information network, Clinical information system, Electronic health record, Personal health record.

1. INTRODUCTION

Diabetes mellitus is a pervasive chronic disease and a leading cause of death due to increased risk of coronary artery disease and stroke. However most of those cases would be preventable (1, 2).

Several information technology (IT) based interventions were applied to enhance blood glucose monitoring, promote clinical outcomes and diabetes management. Previous evidence demonstrated that IT can improve diabetes management through better metabolic control and help in the global care of diabetic peoples (3-5). Our previously performed systematic review showed that information technology based interventions have led to better management of diabetes with different
effect of intervention on various clinical findings (6). While in most previous studies, use of one specific intervention has been reviewed or proposed; we know that use of heterogeneous and diverse clinical information systems is pervasive in diabetic care facilities. It is noteworthy that diabetic patients need multidisciplinary care offered by different medical specialty, located in different places, and using different IT systems with different data models. This problem makes it very difficult to create a nation-wide integrated diabetes database for research purposes.

A successful diabetes information network should efficiently cover and integrate all needed dimension diabetic management such as screening and registration, patient empowerment, good clinical findings documentation, interoperability and information exchange between heterogeneous point of care systems, research, and analytical processing at national, regional, and local levels. Thus, a comprehensive framework for developing diabetes information network and solving mentioned issues, is needed.

There is however no comprehensive conceptual framework that defines how different IT applications can support diverse aspects of diabetic care. Therefore, a conceptual framework that combines different IT solutions into a wide information network for improving care processes and for research purposes is widely lacking. In this article, a conceptual framework for managing diabetes mellitus, which includes the combination of several IT based interventions, was proposed.

The authors described the architecture of a wide information network, namely DIANET that meets the requirements for better diabetes management, promoted diabetes care, and advanced population-wide research. The DIANET framework will support national and regional programs for management of diabetes mellitus and developing related researches.

2. BACKGROUND

A wide variety of information technology based interventions are currently executed in diabetic care environment. Adaji et al. performed a literature review about the use of information technology to enhance diabetes management. They demonstrated that promoting a good interaction between patient and healthcare provider by using information technology based interventions can lead to improve diabetes care (7).

Distance learning is another type of intervention. According to Lau et al.’s study, providing medical education for diabetic patients and increasing their knowledge and self-care capacities were associated with better clinical outcomes and improved diabetes management (8). In this context, distance learning can be associated with better health and patient satisfaction and acceptance (9-11).

Creating diabetics registration system was one of another activities in this field. Disease registries have been shown to be important components of health care management (12). Previously, several efforts have been done to create diabetes registration systems (13, 14). However, none of the currently available diabetic registries have used an integrated and holistic approach.

Reed et al. demonstrated that use of an electronic health record was associated with improvements in diabetes care and clinical outcomes such as HbA1C and LDL levels in diabetic patients especially in poorly controlled cases. Furthermore, other studies have presented similar results (15-17).

The CDSS-based diabetes care was reportedly achieved better glycemic control with less hypoglycemia than routine care, and might provide effective and safe diabetes management in elderly patients (18, 19). However different results were reported in previous studies of diabetes decision support intervention targeted at both providers and patients (20-24).

As noted by research guidance group, the number of mobile health applications has more than doubled in only 2.5 years to reach more than 100,000 applications in 2014. Patients with chronic health conditions are one of the main target groups in mobile health domain. In this area diabetes has the highest business potential and remote monitoring and consultation applications have the highest expected market potential in the near future (25). Also previous studies have demonstrated that mobile health technology could help patients to manage their diabetes and related conditions and make important life style changes (26-29).

A number of telephone-based interventions in diabetic population have been performed in the world. Some of these studies demonstrated a positive effect on reducing HbA1c levels, blood pressure, LDL levels, BMI and other outcomes in people with diabetes (30-34).

The main focus of this research was to propose of conceptual framework for use of information technology in monitoring and management of diabetes in patients and developing a wide information network for clinical researches.

3. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

At first, in order to problem statement, a literature review and a survey of national programs and regulations for diabetes management were done. Since a systematic review was conducted by authors in previous study (6), the result of this study was used as available evidence.

Requirement analysis

In order to identify requirements, we used brainstorming, and expert panel sessions. Ten persons, including one manager and two officers at diabetes office of Ministry of health, three researchers at national diabetes research network, and one manager and three general practitioners at Diabetes clinic in endocrinology & metabolism research institute participated in two brainstorming sessions. Through the brainstorming sessions, we stated the problem and developed 42 detailed concepts within eight categories.

With these concepts, we conducted three expert panel sessions. Seven expert panelists were invited to participate according to their publications, knowledge and experience, and identification as endocrinologists who had managed more than 500 cases. Experts were allowed to discuss, comment, and advise on each identified concept or propose new ones through the session. Thereupon ten items were changed, remove or added as a result of these sessions.

Based on these various inputs include the results of previous systematic review, literature review, document analysis and expert panel sessions, the requirements of diabetes information network were identified. The initial item pool was further reduced to contain only items that were clear and not redundant. Thereupon 51 items within the twelve categories
were listed. We used these items to create the requirements of diabetes information network questionnaire for assessing the necessity level of the items. The resulting questionnaire was consisted of 51 items, and responses to each item were based on a nine-point Likert scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree.

In order to validity measurement, content validity ratio coefficient was calculated for each item. The expert panel was consisted of 10 specialists in diabetic care domain. Qualitative content validity was determined based on ‘grammar’, ‘wording’, ‘item allocation’, and ‘scaling’ indices. All items were checked and the expert panel’s recommendations were inserted into the questionnaire. Content validity ratio (CVR) and Content Validity Index (CVI) were calculated in order to perform quantitative content validity. For calculating CVR, the expert panel of was asked to evaluate each item using a 3-point Likert scale: 1 = essential, 2 = useful but not essential and 3 = unessential. Then, according to Lawshe’s table (35), items with CVR score of 0.62 or above were selected (n=45). After removing 6 rejected items, the calculated CVI was greater than 0.8 and considered satisfactory. (CVI=0.98) Finally, 45 items within eleven categories were remained in the questionnaire.

Then, Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient was calculated on the standardized scores for each category and total scale to measure internal consistency. The calculated Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for all categories was greater than 0.7 and considered satisfactory (τ_{total} = 0.98, P<0.05, CI=0.95). All statistical analyses were performed using the IBM SPSS version 20.

The final 45-item questionnaire with a 9-point Likert scale was sent to all clinicians (n=13) at two diabetes clinics in endocrine and metabolism research institute in order to the needs assessment for proposing diabetes information network conceptual framework. Figure 1 shows the order of the methods and the result of them.

4. RESULTS
The questionnaire was returned by 10 clinicians. The percentage of missing value was low for all items and ranged from zero (n=35) to 30% (n=1). Each item was placed in one of the following groups based on the mean of item scores: essential (8 \leq m \leq 10), semi-essential (6 \leq m < 8) and non-essential (m < 6).

Table 1 shows the summary of data analysis result for each category. Also, the supplementary file contains the result of data analysis in more details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes risk assessment</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes registry</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical information system</td>
<td>8.49</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal health record</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>Semi-Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile health</td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>Semi-Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic health record communication</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance learning</td>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call center</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>Semi-Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data warehouse</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Intelligence</td>
<td>8.37</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Administration</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>Essential</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of requirement analysis result. * SD = Standard deviation

The calculated total mean for all items was 8.33 and the standard deviation of all categories was equal to 0.42. No category was defined as non-essential and all categories were placed in essential and semi-essential groups.

The obtained results was shown that all identified requirements in all categories were important. Thus, we used all of them to design the final conceptual framework.

Conceptual framework of diabetes information network
This section presents the new conceptual framework that was developed following the problem and requirement analysis. To better understand the issue, we presented a graphical conceptual framework that depicts how the above mentioned concepts are organized around the diabetic care (Figure 2).

Overall architecture
The information network consists of integrated applications, core modules and services, and related databases. Integrated applications include and are not limited to DIANET integrated portal for accessing patients and providers to information and services, also mobile applications, research...
specific applications, management information systems, and many different clinical information systems.

Risk assessment, diabetes registry, diabetes clinical information system with decision support, personal health record, mobile health, electronic health record communication, distance learning, call center, diabetic patients’ data warehouse and business intelligence, and system administration are core modules and services of the final framework.

Databases were designed to define and store basic data such as terminologies, master patient index data, diabetes registration data, clinical information, and multidimensional data as an integrated data warehouse.

Figure 3 shows the overview of DIANET architecture and its components. Each components was formulated and designed based on available literatures obtained from our previous study. Core modules and services have explained in the next section.

Core modules of DIANET framework

Risk assessment

The aim of this module is to identify diabetic or pre-diabetic patients and invite them in order to register and receive diabetes care.

In comparison to the previous efforts, this web-based tool provides a simple, self-administered, user-friendly, method to identify persons at high risk of type 2 diabetes who might benefit from interventions to prevent or delay its onset. To maximize ease of use, it uses only information commonly known to the general population. In this regard we applied self-assessment diabetes screening score proposed by Band et al. (36) and currently being used in American Diabetes Association (ADA) website as a major source guide the care of people with diabetes (http://www.diabetes.org/assets/pdfs/at-risk/risk-test-paper-version.pdf).

For maximizing the number of people to register and use this module of the network, they should be encouraged through supporting policy and public campaigns.

Diabetes registry

The aim of this module is to register diabetic or pre-diabetic patients for prevention and therapeutic programs. It also provides a facility for research purposes and better planning for diabetes management.

The diabetes registry module collects core clinical and laboratory data on patients with type I, type II or gestational diabetes or in pre-diabetic stages. This module is fully integrated to other components such as clinical information system with decision support and personal health record.

This module could be used by receptionist at diabetes clinics or patients in self-reporting format. It is noticeable that in the case of self-reporting mode, providing primary visit and setting up a consultation session at diabetes clinic to verify information and proof patient status will be necessary. For this purpose, the module suggests a list of the nearest diabetes clinics after registration, so that the patients may select the ideal clinic for receiving diabetes care.

Diabetes clinical information system with decision support

This module provides the ability to view complete patient’s chronic care records for physicians and other related clinicians (rule-based access) at the point of care. Also a summary of patient’s status including several charts such as HbA1C level, blood pressure, and lipid profile along the time are generated automatically by this module.

In order to reduce medical errors and increase adherence to guidelines, a decision support component is developed based on diabetes care clinical guidelines. This component actively suggests any decision that is needed during diagnosis or treatment processes. Healthcare providers are authorized to accept or reject the suggestions made by the system.

This component also was integrated in personal health record module in order to increase diabetic patient’s knowledge and their empowerment. In this case, the CDSS component provides some recommendations for better home-care according to the data registered in the personal health record module.

Personal health record

Personal health record module is a web-based tool which provides patients with Online access to their health information. The primary purpose of creating this module was to facilitate recording homecare activities and increase the rate of patients’ involvement in their diabetes care. Providing alerts and reminders for the registered patients and managing risk factors are other objectives of this module.

Personal health record module is integrated to the clinical information system. This integration enables clinicians to have access to all data recorded during home-care.

Mobile health

This module consists of two main components each one residing in server-side or client-side. Server-side component provides the ability of communication between mobile devices and DIANET modules such as personal health record, clinical information system, and call center. It also can send short message texts to patients, healthcare providers, and researchers following the events occurred in DIANET environment. These messages may be sent as reminders for appointments, performing essential periodic laboratory tests, and using drugs, or as alarms for the need to follow-up, and so on.
Client-side component is a set of mobile smartphone applications that facilitates access to the patient’s data available in personal health record or clinical information system modules. This component provides electronic healthcare services such as reminders, alerts, diaries and monitoring tools, information delivery on diabetes prevention and awareness raising, calculators and nutrition support. It also can communicate with other devices (e.g. glucometers) for sending data to PHR through mobile gateway. It is recommended that these mobile applications would be developed on Android or iOS platforms. Because Android and iOS are the dominant platforms in mobile health field (25).

Since problems with the Internet connection were reported as system breakdown, the client-side component can play the role of an offline-application, store patient’s data and send information to DIANET infrastructure when Internet connectivity becomes available.

Electronic health record communication

The SEPADS (an abbreviation of Iranian electronic health record system in Persian language meaning “Thanks”) project supported by ministry of health is the greatest information technology project in health sector in Iran. SEPADS was developed based on ISO 13606 standard and OpenEHR framework in order to collect and integrate data from point of care information systems and provide an interoperable environment.

Since in Iran diabetic patients don’t usually refer to a specific clinic or hospital and because many different information systems are in use in healthcare facilities, a major problem appeared here. Data of diabetic patients and their care is distributed on local and regional health information systems and data aggregation into an integrated health information network for providing a national database becomes very hard.

We consider a solution for solving this important issue. Most of applications used to provide care for patients throughout the country are either integrated or are going to be integrated into SEPADS. The EHR communication module could communicate to SEPADS for sending and receiving diabetic patients’ data. By using this solution, there will be no necessity to communicate with diverse information systems that applied to collect diabetic patients’ data. Yet still, using national and international standards for data registration and meeting requirements for interoperable communication remain as a challenge at the level of healthcare facilities.

Distance learning

This module produces the ability to provide virtual courses and group learning for diabetic patients and peoples at risk of diabetes. Healthcare providers prepare learning content in various media formats. These real-time and non-real-time courses can be accessible for patients through the distance learning module.

Call center

This module provides the ability for patients to contact with consultant physicians at the call center. It also provides the ability for healthcare providers to call patients and follow up patients’ health status. The information exchanged through this channel, could be recorded and integrated into electronic patient record by using suitable customer relationship management (CRM) and call manager solutions.

Diabetic patients’ data warehouse and business intelligence

In order to aggregate and integrate diabetes data, this module extracts and transforms data from different data sources and prepares data for analytical processing. The business intelligence module, then, prepares data for visualization. Other stakeholders such as managers, policy makers and researchers also benefit from the result of this module.

System administration

This module helps with the defining basic tables, terminologies, different users and their roles. It provides administrative tools such as logging and auditing tools and establishing systemic features such as single-sign on. Also other non-functional requirements such as performance and security issues were considered in this section.

5. DISCUSSION

We described a new framework for developing a wide information network for managing diabetes mellitus and improving diabetes care in comparison to the current isolated information technology based tools that have had limited impact on improving diabetes care (37-39).

As discussed in Pollard et al.’s study, a basic electronic registry assisted in improving care practices and clinical outcomes for patients with diabetes (40). Electronic health record data can also be valuable for improving identification and treatment of diabetic and pre-diabetic patients (41).

Some of diabetes decision support interventions that were not delivered at the point of care, had been associated with negative findings and no effects on patient’s clinical outcomes. These negative findings highlight the importance of delivering decision support interventions that are both timely and actionable (20).

According to Sarkar et al.’s study, persons who utilized patient portal managed their risk factors more effectively than those who did not (42). Also previous studies have shown that the use of patient portals leads to improved clinical outcomes for diabetic patients (42-44, 8).

As demonstrated by Weingarten et al. performance feedback to healthcare providers can improve medical practice (45-46).

There are various studies about information technology based intervention in diabetes management with different results and diverse impacts on clinical outcomes. The following items are the strengths of our presented conceptual framework called DIANET compared with single or combined interventions that presented in previous studies:

- Using the results of previous systematic review that has been conducted by authors, and performing a good requirement analysis provided credible evidences.
- Combining multiple information technology based interventions and creating a national information network to achieve better results in diabetes care and facilitate clinical researches is a unique property of described framework.
- Integration with the personal health record was a missing element in many applications. We considered this important issue in DIANET framework designing.
- Personalized education could be done using distance learning module in relation to the clinical information
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6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a conceptual framework of diabetes information network for managing diabetes mellitus, and creating an infrastructure for clinical research. Based on the results of requirement analysis, the framework consists of multiple integrated modules and combines some information technology based interventions.

In this regard, integrating many heterogeneous clinical information systems in healthcare facilities and creating a comprehensive diabetes data warehouse for research purposes may be possible by using the presented framework.

Our next step and future direction is to develop some parts of presented framework as initial prototypes and validate them in a driving context.
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